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Abstract

The approximation to the solution of Reissner±Minidlin plate problem is considered in the framework of ®nite element technique.

A general strategy, involving a linking operator between rotations and vertical displacements, is analyzed. An abstract convergence

result is provided. Examples of elements falling into this framework are presented and shown to be stable and locking-free. Numerical

tests detail the performances of the elements. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Reissner±Mindlin model is widely used by engineers to describe the behavior of an elastic plate
loaded by transverse forces. The main feature of this model is that the shear stresses are taken into account,
thus allowing to consider both thin and moderately thin plates (cf. [8,17]). Unfortunately, standard low-
order ®nite elements usually fail the approximation, whenever the plate thickness becomes numerically
small. Nowadays, the reason for this lack of convergence, called shear locking phenomenon, is well-un-
derstood (cf. [8,17], for instance). Roughly, as the thickness becomes smaller and smaller, the shear energy
term imposes the Kirchhoff constraint, which is too severe for low-order elements. To overcome the shear
locking, several alternative methods have been proposed and studied in recent years. Most of them are
based on suitable mixed formulations, able to reduce the in¯uence of the shear energy at the discrete level.
For some of the formulations proposed, a rigorous mathematical analysis has been developed (cf. [1±3,
9±12,18,21], for instance). Following [23,24] in Refs. [4,22,26], a general technique to design ®nite element
schemes which have the hope to perform well has been presented. The idea consists in improving the
approximated de¯ection space by means of the rotational degrees of freedom. The vertical displacement
discrete solution is thus appropriately linked to the rotation discrete solution. Other methods based on this
philosophy have been developed in [5,6], for instance. Two of these schemes have already been mathe-
matically analyzed in [16,19,20]. The aim of this paper is to give a general error analysis applicable to most
methods using kinematic linked interpolation and described in the literature. Moreover, we propose a new
element ®tting this technique. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the Reissner±Mindlin plate
problem is brie¯y presented, along with a mixed variational formulation. Section 3 is devoted to establish
the general error analysis for the kinematic linked interpolation procedure. Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 give an
error bound under few reasonable hypotheses on the ®nite dimensional spaces involved in the discretiza-
tion. In Section 4 examples of the methods investigated are considered and recognized to ®t the general
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analysis of Section 3. In Section 5 results from numerical tests are reported and commented. Finally,
Section 6 draws some conclusions and gives a suf®ciently easy-to-handle recipe to design further methods
using the kinematic linked interpolation technique.

Throughout the paper, C denotes a constant independent of h and t, not necessarily the same in each
occurrence. Furthermore, we follow the standard notation of [10,15].

2. The Reissner±Mindlin model and the mixed formulation

Let us denote with A � X� �ÿt=2; t=2� the region in R3 occupied by an undeformed elastic plate of
thickness t > 0. The Reissner±Mindlin plate model (cf. [17]) describes the bending behavior of the plate in
terms of the transverse displacement w�t� and of the ®ber rotations h�t�, normal to the midplane X.

In the case of a clamped plate, the stationary problem consists in ®nding the couple �h�t�;w�t�� that
minimizes the functional

Pt�h�t�;w�t�� � 1

2

Z
X
CEh�t� : Eh�t� � ktÿ2

2

Z
X
jh�t� ÿ rw�t�j2 ÿ

Z
X

fw�t�dxdy �1�

over the space V � H� W � �H 1
0 �X��2 � H 1

0 �X�. In (1) C is a positive-de®nite fourth-order symmetric
tensor in which the Young's modulus E and the Poisson's ratio m enter. Furthermore, Eh�t� is the symmetric
gradient of the ®eld h�t� and k � Ek=2�1� m�, with k shear correction factor (usually taken as 5/6). Ac-
cordingly, the ®rst term in (1) is the plate bending energy, the second term is the shear energy, while the last
one corresponds to the external energy. Korn's inequality assures that a��; �� � RX CE��� : E��� is a coercive
form over H so that there exists a unique solution �h�t�;w�t�� in V of the following problem.

Problem Pt: For t > 0 ®xed, ®nd �h�t�;w�t�� in V such that

a�h�t�; g� � ktÿ2�h�t� ÿ rw�t�; gÿrv� �
Z

X
fv 8�g; v� 2 V : �2�

It is well-known that a straightforward ®nite element discretization based on formulation (2) generally
fails the approximation because of the shear locking phenomenon (cf. [8,17]). In fact, as the thickness
becomes numerically small, the shear term in (1) imposes the Kirchho� constraint which standard low-
order elements cannot stand. Many methods have been proposed to overcome this undesirable lack of
convergence. Several of them are based on a mixed formulation of problem (1). More precisely, let us
introduce the scaled shear stress (cf. [10], for instance)

c � ktÿ2�hÿrw� �3�

as independent unknown. Thus, the solution of the plate problem turns out to be the critical point of the
functional

~Pt�h;w; c� � 1

2
a�h; h� ÿ kÿ1t2

2
kck2

0;X � �c; hÿrw� ÿ �f ;w� �4�

on V � �L2�X��2. Hence, the mixed variational plate problem can be written as:

Problem ~Pt: For t > 0 ®xed, ®nd �h�t�;w�t�; c�t�� in V � �L2�X��2 such that

a�h�t�; g� � �c�t�; gÿrv� � �f ; v� 8�g; v� 2 V ;

�s; h�t� ÿ rw�t�� ÿ kÿ1t2�c�t�; s� � 0 8s 2 �L2�X��2: �5�
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Following the notation of [10], let us now introduce the di�erential operators:

rot : u! rot u � ou
oy
;

�
ÿ ou

ox

�
; �6�

rot : v! rot v � ÿ ov1

oy
� ov2

ox
�7�

as well as the Hilbert space C � H0 (rot; X) de®ned by

H0�rot; X� � v : v�L2�X��2; rot v 2 L2�X�; v � t
n

� 0 on oX
o
; �8�

kvk2
H0�rot;X� :� kvk2

0;X � krotvk2
0;X �9�

(here t is the unit tangent to oX) and its dual space
C0 � Hÿ1�div; X� � c : c 2 �Hÿ1�X��2 divc 2 Hÿ1�X�

n o
: �10�

The space C0 is equipped with the norm

kck2
C0 :� kck2

ÿ1;X � kdivck2
ÿ1;X; �11�

which is easily seen to be equivalent to the natural dual norm induced by H0�rot; X�.
We are now ready to claim that the following proposition holds (for a proof see [10], for instance).

Proposition 2.1. Given t > 0 and f 2 Hÿ1�X�, there exists a unique triple �h�t�;w�t�; c�t�� in V � �L2�X��2
satisfying Eq. (5). Moreover, the following estimate holds:

kh�t�k1 � kw�t�k1 � kc�t�kC0 � tkc�t�k06Ckf kÿ1: �12�

We also recall here the following regularity result (cf. [3]).

Proposition 2.2. Suppose X convex and f 2 L2�X�. Let �h�t�;w�t�; c�t�� be the solution of problem (5). Then,
the following estimate holds:

kh�t�k2 � kw�t�k2 � kc�t�kH�div� � tkc�t�k16Ckf k0; �13�

where

kc�t�k2
H�div� � kc�t�k2

0 � kdiv c�t�k2
0: �14�

3. Kinematic linked interpolation methods: a general result

From now on, for the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we choose k � 1. Hence, the
mixed variational problem reads as follows:

Problem ~Pt: For t > 0 ®xed, ®nd �h;w; c� in V � �L2�X��2 such that

a�h; g� � �c; gÿrv� � �f ; v� 8�g; v� 2 V ;

�s; hÿrw� ÿ t2�c; s� � 0 8s 2 �L2�X��2: �15�

Let us now introduce a sequence fThgh>0 of partitioning of X into elements K (triangles or quadrilat-
erals) whose diameter hK is bounded by h. We also suppose the regularity of fThgh>0 (cf. [15]), in the sense
that there exists a constant r > 0 such that

hK 6 rqK 8K 2 [
h>0

Th; �16�

where hK is the diameter of K and qK is the maximum diameter of the circles contained in K.
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A standard discretization of problem (15) consists in choosing ®nite dimensional spaces Hh � H;Wh � W
and Ch � �L2�X��2 and in considering the discrete problem

Find �hh;wh; ch
� in Hh � Wh � Ch such that

a�hh; g� � �ch
; gÿrv� � �f ; v� 8�g; v� 2 Hh � Wh;

�s; hh ÿrwh� ÿ t2�c
h
; s� � 0 8s 2 Ch:

�17�

However, a di�erent approach can be used in the discretization procedure. For example, it is possible to
``augment'' the de¯ection space by means of the rotational degrees of freedom. More precisely, a suitable
linear and bounded operator L : Hh ! H 1

0 �X� is de®ned and the new ®nite element space

Vh � �g
h
; vh

n
� Lg

h
� : g

h
2 Hh; vh 2 Wh

o
�18�

is selected to approximate the kinematic unknowns. Hence, the discretized problem turns out to be

Find �hh;w
�
h; ch
� in Vh � Ch such that

a�hh; g� � �ch
; gÿrv� � �f ; v� 8�g; v� 2 Vh

�s; hh ÿrw�h� ÿ t2�c
h
; s� � 0 8s 2 Ch:

�19�

Due to (18), problem (19) is obviously equivalent to the following:

find �hh;wh; ch
� in Hh � Wh � Ch such that

a�hh; g� � �ch
; gÿr�v� Lg�� � �f ; v� Lg� 8�g; v� 2 Hh � Wh;

�s; hh ÿr�wh � Lhh�� ÿ t2�c
h
; s� � 0 8s 2 Ch

: �20�

Remarks 3.1. Although the linking operator L is de®ned only on Hh, a natural extension to H is provided
by any interpolation operator ���II : H! Hh, simply by setting

Lg :� Lg
II
8g 2 H:

To perform a general error analysis for a method based on formulation (20), let us ®rst introduce a
mesh-dependent norm for the shear stresses

knk2
h :�

X
K2Th

h2
Kknk2

0;K 8n 2 �L2�X��2 �21�

and, given �h;w; n� 2 H� W � �L2�X��2; set

jjjh;w; njjj2 :� khk2
1 � kwk2

1 � knk2
h � t2knk2

0: �22�
Furthermore, let us assume as true the following two hypotheses involving only the discretization spaces:

kPhrvhk0 P ckrvhk0 8vh 2 Wh; �23�

sup
�g;v�

�s; gÿr�v� Lg��
kgk1 � kvk1

P bkskh 8s 2 Ch; �24�

where b is positive constant independent of h and the supremum is made over the discrete space H� Wh.
Moreover, Ph is the L2-projection operator onto Ch and c is a positive constant independent of h. It is
interesting to notice that, due to hypothesis (23), for t > 0 fixed, problem (20) has a unique solution. From
now on, we always suppose that the hypotheses (23) and (24) are both fulfilled.

Remarks 3.2. If one has

rWh � Ch; �25�
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then condition (23) is certainly ful®lled with c � 1. In practice, it is the above condition (25) which is re-
quired, rather than the more general (23). Furthermore, note that, being the projection operator Ph non-
expansive, condition, (23) holds for c6 1. Moreover, let us set

A�h;w; c; g; v; s� :� a�h; g� � �c; gÿrv� ÿ �s; hÿrw� � t2�c; s� �26�
and

Ah�hh;wh; ch
; g

h
; sh� :� a�hh; gh

� � �c
h
; g

h
ÿr�vh � Lg

h
�� ÿ �sh; hh ÿr�wh � Lhh�� � t2�c

h
; sh�: �27�

Hence, the continuous problem (15) can be rewritten as

find �h;w; c� in H� W � �L2�X��2 such that

A�h;w; c; g; v; s� � �f ; v� 8�g; v; s� 2 H� W � �L2�X��2; �28�

while the discretized one reads as follows:

find �hh;wh; ch
� in Hh � Wh � Ch such that

Ah�hh;wh; ch
; g; v; s� � �f ; v� Lg� 8�g; v; s� 2 Hh � Wh � Ch: �29�

We are now ready to prove our stability result. The technique used is similar to that involved in
[13,19]. However, for the sake of completeness and for the convenience of the reader, we developed it in
detail.

Proposition 3.1. Given �hh;wh; ch
� 2 Hh � Wh � Ch, there exists �g

h
; vh; sh� 2 Hh � Wh � Ch such that

jjjg
h
; vh; shjjj6Cjjjhh;wh; ch

jjj �30�

and

Ah�hh;wh; ch
; g

h
; vh; sh�P Cjjjhh;wh; ch

jjj2: �31�

Proof. Let us �hh;wh; ch
� be given in hh � Wh � Ch. The proof is performed in three steps.

(i) Let us ®rst choose �g
1
; v1; s1� 2 Hh � Wh � Ch such that g

1
� hh; v1 � wh and s1 � c

h
. It is obvious that

jjjg
1
; v1; s1jjj � jjjhh;wh; ch

jjj: �32�

Furthermore, it holds

Ah�hh;wh; ch
; g

1
; v1; s1� � a�hh; hh� � t2kc

h
k2

0: �33�

By Korn's inequality it follows that

Ah�hh;wh; ch
; g

1
; v1; s1�P C1 khhk2

1

�
� t2c

h
k2

0

�
: �34�

(ii) Let us ®rst notice that from Eq. (24) it follows that there exists �g
2
; v2� 2 Hh � Wh such that

kg
2
k1 � kv2k16Ckc

h
kh �35�

and

�c
h
; g

2
ÿr�v2 � Lg

2
�� � kc

h
k2

h: �36�

Choose now �g
2
; v2; s2� 2 Hh � Wh � Ch, such that s2 � 0. On the one hand, due to estimate (35), the fol-

lowing inequality holds:
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jjjg
2
; v2; s2jjj6Cjjjhh;wh; ch

jjj: �37�
On the other hand

Ah�hh;wh; ch
; g

2
; v2; s2� � a�hh; g2

� � �c
h
; g

2
ÿr�v2 � Lg

2
��; �38�

due to (36)

Ah�hh;wh; ch
; g

2
; v2; s2� � a�hh; g2

� � kc
h
k2

h: �39�

To control the ®rst term in the right-hand side of Eq. (39), we note that

a�hh; g2
�P ÿ M

2d
khhk2

1 ÿ
dM
2
kg

2
k2

1 P ÿ M
2d
khhk2

1 ÿ
dCM

2
kc

h
k2

h:

Taking d su�ciently small, we get

Ah�hh;wh; ch
; g

2
; v2; s2�P C2kch

k2
h ÿ C3khhk2

1: �40�
(iii) Choose �g

3
; v3; s3� 2 Hh � Wh � Ch such that g

3
� 0; v3 � 0 and s3 � Phrwh. We have

jjjg
3
; v3; s3jjj2 � kPhrwhk2

h6Ckrwhk2
06Cjjjhh;wh; ch

jjj2: �41�
It holds

Ah�hh;wh; ch
; g

3
; v3; s3� � ÿ �Phrwh; hh ÿr�wh � Lhh�� � t2�c

h
; Phrwh�

� kPhrwhk2
0 ÿ �Phrwh; hh ÿrLhh� � t2�c

h
; Phrwh�

P 1

�
ÿ d

2

�
kPhrwhk2

0 ÿ
1

2d
khh ÿrLhhk2

0 � t2�c
h
; Phrwh�

P 1

�
ÿ d

2

�
kPhrwhk2

0 ÿ
C
2d
khhk2

1 � t2�c
h
; Phrwh�: �42�

Moreover, one has

t2�c
h
; Phrwh�P t2

�
ÿ 1

2e
kc

h
k2

0 ÿ
e
2
kPhrwhk2

0

�
: �43�

By (42) and (43), using (23) and taking d and e su�ciently small, one ®nally gets

Ah�hh;wh; ch
; g

3
; v3; s3�P C4krwhk2

0 ÿ C5khhk2
1 ÿ C6t2kc

h
k2

0: �44�
Now it only su�ces to take a suitable linear combination of fg

i
; vi; si�g3

i�1 so that by (32), (34), (37), (40),
(41) and (44) it follows that (30) and (31) hold. The proof is then complete. �

We are now ready to perform the error analysis.

Proposition 3.2. Let �h;w; c� be the solution of problem (28). Let �hh;wh; ch
� be the solution of the discretized

problem (29). Given �hII;wI; c�� 2 Hh � wh � Ch the following error estimate holds:

khÿ hhk1 � kwÿ whk1 � kcÿ c
h
kh � tkcÿ c

h
k0

6C kh
�
ÿ hIIk1 � kwÿ wIk1 � kcÿ c�kC0 � kcÿ c�kh � tkcÿ c�k0

�
� Csup

s2Ch

�s; hÿ hII ÿr�wÿ wI ÿ LhII��
kskh � tksk0

: �45�

Proof. By Proposition 3.1, given �hh ÿ hII;wh ÿ wI; ch
ÿ c�� 2 Hh � Wh � Ch, there exists �g

h
; vh; sh� 2

Hh � Wh � Ch such that
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jjjg
h
; vh; shjjj6Cjjjhh ÿ hII;wh ÿ wI; ch

ÿ c�jjj �46�

and

Ah�hh ÿ hII;wh ÿ wI; ch
ÿ c�; g

h
; vh; sh�P Cjjjhh ÿ hII;wh ÿ wI; ch

ÿ c�jjj2: �47�

By recalling (28) and (29) and noting that �h;w; c� (resp. �hh;wh; ch
�� is the solution of the continuous (resp.

discretized) problem, one obtains from (47)

Cjjjhh ÿ hII;wh ÿ wI; ch
ÿ c�jjj26 a�hÿ hII; gh

� � �cÿ c�; g
h
ÿr�vh � Lg

h
��

ÿ �sh; hÿ hII ÿr�wÿ wI ÿ LhII�� � t2�cÿ c�; sh�: �48�

Due to the continuity of the bilinear forms involved in estimate (48) it follows:

Cjjjhh ÿ hII;wh ÿ wI; ch
ÿ c�jjj26C kh

�
ÿ hIIk1 � kcÿ c�kC0 � tkcÿ c�k0

�
jjjg

h
; vh; shjjj

� Cjjjg
h
; vh; shjjj sup

s2Ch

�s; hÿ hII ÿr�wÿ wI ÿ LhII��
kskh � tksk0

: �49�

Therefore, from (46) one obtains

Cjjjhh ÿ hII;wh ÿ wI; ch
ÿ c�jjj

6C kh
�
ÿ hIIk1 � kcÿ c�kC0 � tkcÿ c�k0

�
� C sup

s2Ch

�s; hÿ hII ÿr�wÿ wI ÿ LhII��
kskh � tksk0

; �50�

and the estimate (45) follows from the triangle inequality. �

Remarks 3.3. Proposition 3.2 provides an error estimate for the methods based on a kinematic linked
interpolation operator whenever one chooses �hII;wI; c�� as ``good'' interpolating functions of the contin-
uous solution of the problem. Furthermore, the supremum in estimate (45) arises from the non-consistency
of the discrete problem, due to the presence of the linking operator L.

Remarks 3.4. To bound the supremum appearing in (45) it is obviously necessary to explicitly de®ne the
operator L and to study its features. In the next section, we give some examples in which the consistency
error is of the same rate, in terms of powers of h, as the interpolation error given by the choice of the
discretization spaces. In these cases Proposition 3.2 leads to an optimal error estimate for the kinematic
unknowns.

Let us now see how the last term in the right-hand side of (45) can be treated. To make our argument
easier, let us first consider the limit case of a ``zero thickness'' plate (i.e. t � 0). Accordingly,

hII � �rw�II; �51�
so that we have to study the term

sup
s2Ch

�s; hÿ hII ÿr�wÿ wI ÿ L�rw�II��
kskh

: �52�

In particular, let us suppose that both ���I and ���II are Lagrange interpolation operators over the
continuous piecewise linear functions. By standard arguments, we obtain that

�s; hÿ hII�6Ckskhhÿ1khÿ hIIk06Chjhj2kskh: �53�
The troubles arise whenever we try to bound the term involving the gradient. In fact, due to Poincar�e

inequality,
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�s;r�wÿ wI ÿ L�rw�II��6Chÿ1kwÿPwk1kskh; �54�
where we have set

Pw :� wI � L�rw�II: �55�
Hence, to make hÿ1kwÿPwk1 to be O�h�, which is of course what we hope, we need better approxi-

mation features for the operator P than those met by the Lagrange operator. More precisely, it is natural to
require that

P is a P2 ÿ invariant operator;

so that by Bramble±Hilbert lemma it holds

hÿ1kwÿPwk16Chjwj3 �56�
and our goal is obtained.

In general, if kvÿ vIk1 � O�hk�, we wish to select an operator L in such a way that kvÿPvk1 � O�hk�1�,
where P is de®ned by (55).

Let us consider the case of arbitrary thickness t P 0 and suppose to have for the continuous solution
enough regularity to be able to well-de®ne everything that follows.

Since

t2c � hÿrw

we have that

rLhII � t2rLc
II
�rL�rw�II: �57�

Hence,

ÿ�s;ÿr�wÿ wI ÿ LhII�� � ÿ�s;ÿr�wÿ wI ÿ L�rw�II� � t2�s;rLc
II
�: �58�

It follows that

�s; hÿ hII ÿr�wÿ wI ÿ LhII��6C hÿ1kh
�

ÿ hIIk0 � hÿ1kwÿPwk1 � tkrLc
II
k0

�
�kskh � tksk0�: �59�

Remarks 3.5. The term hÿ1khÿ hIIk0 causes no trouble, since the L2-norm, and not the H 1-norm, is involved.

Finally, supposing to have the necessary regularity, we can summarize what has been done so far in the
following proposition.

Proposition 3.3. Let �h;w; c� be the solution of problem (28). Let �hh;wh; ch
� be the solution of the discretized

problem (29). Suppose that both (23) and (24) hold. Suppose moreover to have a scalar interpolating operator
���I taking values on Wh, and another one (vectorial) ���II taking values on Hh. Setting Pw :� wI � L�rw�II

(cf. (55)), the following error estimate holds:

khÿ hhk1 � kwÿ whk1 � kcÿ c
h
kh � tkcÿ c

h
k0

6C khÿ ÿ hIIk1 � hÿ1khÿ hIIk0 � kwÿ wIk1 � hÿ1kwÿPwk1 � kcÿ c�kC0
� t�kcÿ c�k0 � jLc

II
j1�
�

�60�

4. Some example of elements

The aim of this section is to present and study some elements designed following the kinematic linked
interpolation technique. We wish to remark that the analysis for the quadrilateral element is performed
only in the rectangular case.
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4.1. A low-order element

We ®rst present a ®nite element already proposed in [6,22] and theoretically studied in [19,20]. Following
[22], let us set:

Hh � fgh
2 H : g

hjT 2 �P1�T � � B3�T ��2 8T 2Thg;
Wh � fvh 2 W : vhjT 2 P1�T � 8T 2Thg;
Ch � fsh 2 �L2�X��2 : shjT 2 �P0�T ��2 8T 2Thg;

�61�

where Pr�T � is the space of polynomials de®ned on T of degree at most r and B3�T � is the space of cubic
bubbles de®ned on T. To de®ne the linear operator L, let us ®rst introduce for each T 2Th the functions.

ui � kjkk: �62�

In (62) fkig16 i6 3 are the barycentric coordinates of the triangle T and the indices �i; j; k� form a per-
mutation of the set (1, 2, 3). In a sense, the function ui is a sort of edge bubble relatively to the edge ei of T.
Let us now set

EB2�T � � Span fuig1�i6 3 �63�

The operator L is locally de®ned (cf. [26]) as

LjT g
h
�
X3

i�1

aiui 2 EB2�T �; �64�

by requiring that

�g
h
ÿrLg

h
� � si � constant along each ei �65�

with si the vector tangential to the edge ei.
For this element it is obvious that

rWh � Ch;

so that condition (23) is met (cf. Remark 3.2). Moreover, in [19] it has been shown that the inf±sup con-
dition (24) is met, by simply taking suitable rotational bubble functions.

As far as the linear operator L is concerned, in [19] it has also been proven that
· L : H! Wh is well-de®ned, bounded and that

jLgj16Chjgj18g 2 Hh:

· If ���I and ���II are the usual Lagrange interpolation operators, setting

Pv :� vI � L�rv�II;

we have that P : H 3�X� ! H 1�X� is a P2-invariant operator, so that

kvÿPvk16Ch2jvj3:
Hence, one can invoke Proposition 3.3 to conclude that the method is ®rst-order convergent in the

kinematic variables, uniformly in the plate thickness.

Remarks 4.1. This scheme has a strong connection with another one based on the MITC philosophy (cf.
[9,11,12] for a detailed analysis of such a family of plate elements). By means of this connection, in the
paper [20] an error analysis (using di�erent techniques from those employed in [19]) has been developed.
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4.2. A new quadratic element

We wish to present now a new element, which can be considered as the quadratic version of the previous
method. More precisely, let us select

Hh � fgh
2 H : g

hjT 2 P2�T �2 � �P1�T �2 �rB3�T ��bT 8T 2Thg;
Wh � fvh 2 W : vhjT 2 P2�T � � B3�T � 8T 2Thg;
Ch � fsh 2 �L2�X��2 : shjT 2 P1�T �2 �rB3�T � 8T 2Thg;

�66�

where bT � 27k1k2k3. To de®ne the linear operator L, let us ®rst introduce for each T 2Th the functions

ui � kjkk�kk ÿ kj�; �67�
where the indices �i; j; k� form a permutation of the set (1, 2, 3).

Let us now set

EB3�T � � Spanfuig16 i6 3: �68�
The operator L is locally de®ned as

LjT g
h
�
X3

i�1

aiui 2 EB3�T �; �69�

by requiring that

�g
h
ÿrLg

h
� � si � linear along each ei: �70�

Remarks 4.2. Choice (67) may seem ambiguous: exchanging k with j the function ui changes sign. As a
result, in building the global operator L by means of (69), one may have constructed a linear operator which
does not take values in H 1

0 �X�. However, it is easily realized that this drawback is overcome by simply
choosing the ui functions in a consistent way between each two adjacent triangles.

Remarks 4.3. A reduction in the number of internal degrees of freedom for rotations and shears can be
performed in connection with a Partial Selective Reduced Integration scheme (cf. [2,14,18]). See [7] for
details and other methods based on this idea.

Notice that also for this choice

rWh � Ch:

Let us now turn our attention to the features of the operator L. It is easily seen that the operator L is
well-de®ned by condition (70). In fact, let us notice that each g

h
2 Hh can be locally (on each triangle T )

split into

g
h
� g

1
� g

2
� g

b
;

where g
1

is the linear part of g
h
; g

b
is a bubble-type function, while g

2
is the ``purely quadratic'' part of g

h
(in

the sense that it is a quadratic vector function vanishing at the vertices of T ). Hence, condition (70) leads to
solve, since g

1
� si is already linear and g

b
� si � 0;

�g
2
ÿ airui� � si � bi � cis along each ei; �71�

where s is a local coordinate on ei running from ÿ1 up to 1. Integrating along ei one obtainsZ
ei

g
2
� si � bijeij along each ei; �72�
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where jeij is the length of the edge. From (72) we get bi

bi � 1

jeij
Z

ei

g
2
� si :� g

2
� si: �73�

To continue, multiply Eq. (71) by s and integrate along the side. It is easy to see that one has

ci � 0:

Therefore,

airui � si � g
2
� si ÿ g

2
� si: �74�

Notice that Eq. (74) is uniquely solvable. In fact, rui � si is an even quadratic polynomial with respect to
the local coordinate s and it has zero mean value on ei. Furthermore, g

2
� si is an even quadratic polynomial

in s, so that g
2
� si ÿ g

2
� si is even in s and it has zero mean value on ei. It follows that rui � si and

g
2
� si ÿ g

2
� si di�er by a multiplicative constant ai. Moreover, Lg

h
is de®ned by the purely quadratic part of

g
h

only. Finally, from (74) by an easy scaling argument we get

jaijkrui � sikL1�ei�6Cjg
2
j1;T ; �75�

such that

jaij6ChT jg2
j1;T : �76�

Hence,

jLg
h
j1;T 6C

X3

i�1

jaij6ChT jg2
j1;T 6ChT jgh

ÿ g
1
ÿ g

b
j1;T 6Ch2

T jgh
j2;T : �77�

We can now verify the inf±sup condition (24). Again, given s 2 Ch, let us choose g
h

such >that its re-

striction on T is g
h
� h2

T bT s and select vh � 0. Note that this is admissible due to choice (66). Since Lg
h
� 0,

it is straightforward to have

�s; g
h
ÿr�vh � Lg

h
�� � �s; g

h
�P Cksk2

h �78�
and

kg
h
k16Ckskh; �79�

from which the inf±sup condition easily follows.
It remains to treat the term kwÿPwk1. Let us choose as ���II the standard Lagrange interpolation

operator over the continuous piecewise quadratic functions. Moreover, let ���I be the Lagrange interpo-
lation operator over the space Wh. Setting

Pv � vI � L�rv�II

we wish to have that P is P3-invariant, i.e. Pv � v for every v 2 P3. We proceed, as usual, locally on each
element T . We ®rst note that the following direct sum splitting holds true:

P3�T � � P2�T � � B3�T � � EB3�T �: �80�
If v 2 P2�T � then vI � v and

L�rv�II � L�rv� � 0;

since rv is already linear. Hence, Pv � v in this case. Take now v 2 B3�T �. We have vI � v. Moreover, we
have rv 2 P2�T �2 so that

�rv�II � rv:
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Consider the equation

�rvÿr�L�rv�II�� � si � linear along each ei: �81�
Since rv � si � 0 the only solution of (81) is L�rv�II � 0 and also in this case we have Pv � v. Finally,

choose v 2 EB3�T �. Note that vI � 0, and by unicity the equation

�rvÿr�L�rv�II�� � si � linear along each ei �82�
has the solution

L�rv�II � v: �83�
Hence, Pv � vI � L�rv�II � L�rv�II � v and P is actually P3-invariant. It follows that

kwÿPwk16Ch3jwj4:
As far as c� is concerned, choose it as the L2-projection of c onto Ch. Furthermore, note that by estimate

(77) it holds

kLc
II
k16Ch2jcj2:

From standard interpolation theory and Proposition 3.3 we can then conclude that for the method under
consideration we have the estimate

khÿ hhk1 � kwÿ whk1 � kcÿ c
h
kh � tkcÿ c

h
k06Ch2; �84�

where the constant C above depends on jhj3; jwj4 and jcj2:

4.3. A quadrilateral element

We now consider the element presented in [5]. We ®rst set

Ch � fsh 2 �L2�X��2 : shjK � �a� bg; c� dn� 8K 2Thg; �85�
where �n; g� are the standard isoparametric coordinates of K.

We then select

Hh � fgh
2 H : g

hjK 2 Q1�K�2 � Chb4 8K 2Thg; �86�

where Qr�T � is the space of polynomials de®ned on K of degree at most r in each isoparametric coordinate n
and n, while b4 � �1ÿ n2��1ÿ g2�. Finally, we take

Wh � fvh 2 W : vhjK 2 Q1�K� 8K 2Thg: �87�
To de®ne the linear operator L, let us introduce for each K 2Th the functions

ui � kjkkkm: �88�
In (88) fkig16 i6 4 are the equations of the sides of K and the indices �i; j; k;m� form a permutation of the

set (1, 2, 3, 4). Again, the function ui is a sort of edge bubble relatively to the edge ei of K. Let us now set

EB�K� � Spanfuig16 i6 4: �89�
The operator L is locally de®ned (cf. [5]) as

LjKg
h
�
X4

i�1

aiui 2 EB�K�; �90�
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by requiring that

�g
h
ÿrLg

h
� � si � constant along each ei: �91�

We will not develop the details of the analysis for this method, since it is similar to that of the methods
presented above. Instead, we wish to remark that in the rectangular case it is easy to show that:
· It holds

rWh � Ch:

· Q1�K� � EB�K� is the space of the classical ``serendipity'' element (cf. [17]), so that in particular

P2�K� � Q1�K� � EB�K�:
Furthermore, it is not hard to show, following the guidelines of the other sections, that for this quad-
rilateral element one has:

· L : H! Wh is well-de®ned, bounded and it holds

jLgj16Chjgj1 8g 2 Hh:

· If ���I and ���II are the usual Lagrange interpolation operators, setting

Pv :� vI � L�rv�II;

we have that P : H 3�X� ! H 1�X� is a P2-invariant operator (cf. [7]), so that

kvÿPvk16Ch2jvj3:
Therefore, applying Proposition 3.3, it is easily seen that the method is ®rst-order convergent, uniformly

in the thickness.

5. Numerical tests

The aim of this section is to present some numerical tests showing the behaviour of the interpolating
schemes previously considered. For simplicity, we consider only the case of a clamped plate. However,
we remark that in the papers [4±6,22], extensive numerical results for other boundary conditions have been
presented, con®rming that the linked interpolation technique properly behaves. The schemes have been
implemented into the ®nite element analysis program (FEAP) (cf. [25]) and their performances have
been checked on a model problem for which the exact solution is explicitly known (cf. [14]). This allows to
compute the discrete solution error. The model problem consists in a clamped square plate
X � �0; 1� � �0; 1�, subject to the transverse load

f �x; y� � E
12�1ÿ m2� 12y�y

h
ÿ 1� 5x2

ÿ ÿ 5x� 1
�

2y2�y
�

ÿ 1�2 � x�xÿ 1� 5y2
ÿ ÿ 5y � 1

��
� 12x�xÿ 1� 5y2

ÿ ÿ 5y � 1
�

2x2�x
�

ÿ 1�2 � y�y ÿ 1� 5x2
ÿ ÿ 5x� 1

��i
: �92�

The exact solution is given by

h1�x; y� � y3�y ÿ 1�3x2�xÿ 1�2�2xÿ 1�; �93�
h2�x; y� � x3�xÿ 1�3y2�y ÿ 1�2�2y ÿ 1�; �94�

w�x; y� � 1

3
x3�xÿ 1�3y3�y ÿ 1�3

ÿ 2t2

5�1ÿ m� y3�y
h

ÿ 1�3x�xÿ 1� 5x2
ÿ ÿ 5x� 1

�� x3�xÿ 1�3y�y ÿ 1� 5y2
ÿ ÿ 5y � 1

�i
: �95�
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The error of a discrete solution is measured through the discrete relative rotation error Eh and the
discrete relative displacement error Ew, de®ned as

E2
h �

P
Ni
�hh1�Ni� ÿ �h1�Ni��2 � �hh2�Ni� ÿ �h2�Ni��2
h i

P
Ni
�h1�Ni��2 � �h2�Ni��2
h i ; �96�

E2
w �

P
Ni
�wh�Ni� ÿ w�Ni��2P

Ni
w�Ni�2

: �97�

Fig. 1. T3-LIM element. Relative rotation error versus number of nodes per side for di�erent values of thickness. It can be observed

the attainment of the h2 convergence rate in the L2 error norm, corresponding to a h convergence rate in the H 1 energy-type norm.

Fig. 2. T3-LIM element. Relative de¯ection error versus number of nodes per side for di�erent values of thickness. It can be observed

the attainment of the h2 convergence rate in the L2 error norm, corresponding to a h convergence rate in the H 1 energy-type norm.
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For simplicity, the summations are performed on all the nodes Ni relative to global interpolation pa-
rameters (that is, in the error evaluation the internal parameters associated with bubble functions are
neglected). Let us also notice that the above error measures can be seen as discrete L2-type errors and that a
hk�1 convergence rate in these norms actually means a hk convergence rate in the H 1 energy-type norm.
Moreover, all the analyses are performed using regular meshes and discretizing only one quarter of the
plate, due to symmetry considerations.

In Figs. 1±6 the relative rotation error and the relative displacement error versus the number of nodes
per side are plotted for the three elements presented in the previous section. In particular, the triangular
element of Section 4.1 has been labeled by T3-LIM, the quadratic triangular element of Section 4.2 by T9-
LIM and, ®nally, the quadrilateral element of Section 4.3 by Q4-LIM. To check the robustness of the

Fig. 3. T9-LIM element. Relative rotation error versus number of nodes per side for di�erent values of thickness. It can be observed

the attainment of the h3 convergence rate in the L2 error norm, corresponding to a h2 convergence rate in the H 1 energy-type norm.

Fig. 4. T9-LIM element. Relative de¯ection error versus number of nodes per side for di�erent values of thickness. It can be observed

the attainment of the h3 convergence rate in the L2 error norm, corresponding to a h2 convergence rate in the H 1 energy-type norm.
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elements with respect to the thickness parameter t (i.e. whether they su�er from locking or not), the nu-
merical tests have been performed by choosing the following values of thickness:

t � 10ÿ1; t � 10ÿ2; t � 10ÿ3; t � 10ÿ5; t � 0:

The latter case corresponds to neglecting the shear energy (i.e. the Kirchho� constraint is imposed). It is
interesting to observe that:
· all the elements show the appropriate convergence rate for both rotations and vertical displacements (in

the ®gures slopes showing the theoretical L2 convergence rates are also reported);

Fig. 5. Q4-LIM element. Relative rotation error versus number of nodes per side for di�erent values of thickness. It can be observed

the attainment of the h2 convergence rate in the L2 error norm, corresponding to a h convergence rate in the H 1 energy-type norm.

Fig. 6. Q4-LIM element. Relative de¯ection error versus number of nodes per side for di�erent values of thickness. It can be observed

the attainment of the h2 convergence rate in the L2 error norm, corresponding to a h convergence rate in the H 1 energy-type norm.
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· the presented methods are all fully insensitive to the variation of thickness, in such a way that the error
graphics for di�erent choices of t are nearly superposed. As a consequence, all the elements are actually
locking-free and they can be used for both thick and thin plate problems;

· the element considered are all able to exactly solve also the case t � 0, which corresponds to enforce the
Kirchho� constraint.

6. Conclusions

A general analysis of mixed methods for plates based on a linking operator between rotations and
vertical displacements has been developed. The main result is drawn in the error estimate detailed in
Proposition 3.3 of Section 3. We remark again that the technique used for getting the error analysis is in the
spirit of [13,19]. In Section 4 some elements have been presented and theoretically studied, while in Section
5 numerical tests have been reported. Although a complete numerical analysis would require a comparison
with the performances of other well-established plate elements (i.e. the ones presented in [9,11], for in-
stance), we believe that the numerical tests in the present paper are su�cient to describe the behaviour of
our methods.

As ®nal conclusion, we wish to outline a recipe for the development of O�hr� elements based on kine-
matic linked operators.

We propose to choose an approximation triple �Hh;Wh;Ch� and a linear operator L for problem (20) such
that the properties listed below are met.
1. The following approximation features hold:

inf
g2Hh

khÿ gk1 � O�hr�;

inf
v2Wh
kwÿ vk1 � O�hr�;

inf
s2Ch

kcÿ sk0 � O�hr�;

2. One has

kPhrvhk0 P ckrvhk0 8vh 2 Wh;

where Ph is the L2-projection operator onto Ch and c is a positive constant independent of h. In practice,
however, one would like to have the easier-to-verify condition

rWh � Ch:

3. It holds the inf±sup condition

sup
�g;v�

�s; gÿr�v� Lg��
kgk1 � kvk1

P bkskh 8s 2 Ch;

where b is a positive constant independent of h, the supremum is made over the discrete space Hh � Wh

and the mesh-dependent norm k � kh is de®ned by (21).
4. The operator L is linear, bounded in H 1-norm and such that

jLn
II
j1 � O�hr�;

for every su�ciently regular function f. Moreover, the operator

Pv :� vI � L�rv�II

is Pr�1-invariant. Above, ���I is an interpolating operator onto Wh, while ���II is an interpolating operator
onto Hh.
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